
EE473 Final Exam

Purdue University

Spring 2013

There are 6 questions in this final exam. You are to answer 3 out of the 6 questions. Indicate below which 3
questions you wish to have graded. If you do not indicate exactly 3 questions, we will not grade your exam.
The 3 questions that you choose to have graded are equally weighted. All of your solutions must be written
on the exam handout and no other handins will be accepted or graded. We have a supply of extra exams,
thus if you want more space to write your solution, raise your hand and ask for another copy of the exam.
We will only grade one solution per problem per student. If in the process of writing your solution you
explore alternate approaches, you must clearly cross out the portion of your solution that you do not wish
to be graded. All of the copies of this exam that you received should be returned to the proctor at the end
of this exam. No copies of this exam may be removed from the exam room by students. All exams handed
in must have the student’s name, PUID, and ECN userid indicated below or they will not be graded. Good
luck and have fun!.

Circle the three questions you wish to have graded: 1 2 3 4 5 6.

Name:
PUID:
ECN userid:
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Problem 1:
Part A:

Write an inductive definition of a function all-subsets that takes a set of numbers as input, represented
as a list, and returns the set of all subsets of that list of numbers, as output, represented as a list of lists.
Part B:

Write an inductive definition of a function all-permutations that takes a list of numbers as input, and
returns the set of all permutations of that list of numbers, as output, represented as a list of lists.

You are to formulate the definitions for both parts A and B in the style that we have been using throughout
the semester, that is as a functional definition without assignment statements or any form of variable or
data structure mutation. Write your answers in a combination of English and mathematical notation. Do
not write your answers in Scheme.
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Problem 2: In digital circuit design, we often wish to find the smallest circuit that computes a given
Boolean function. Assume you are given a Boolean function, specified by a truth table, that computes a
single Boolean output from n Boolean inputs. You wish to find the circuit, composed solely out of two-input
NAND gates, that is built out of the minimal number of such gates, that implements the specified Boolean
function. Describe a nondeterministic algorithm that searches that space of circuits to find the smallest one
that implements a specified target Boolean function. Write your answer in a combination of English and
mathematical notation. Do not write your answer in Scheme. Note that we do not restrict the circuit to be
in sum-of-products or product-of-sums form thus the methods that you have learned, like Karnaugh Maps,
are not applicable.

Hint: one way to approach this problem is to consider digital circuits to be represented as expressions in
an extremely small Scheme-like language containing only Boolean-valued variables, a procedure nand, and
the syntax let to handle fanout. For example, the following contains fanout of the output of (nand a b):
(let ((x (nand a b))) (nand x x)).
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Problem 3: Consider the following programming language. A statement is either
• (increment v),
• (decrement v),
• (begin s1 . . . sn),
• (if v s1 s2), or
• (while v s),

where v denotes a variable name (which can take on any nonnegative integer as its value) and the instances
of s denote (sub)statements. A program is a statement. The statement (increment v) increments the value
of the variable v. The statement (decrement v) decrements the value of the variable v. Its behavior is
undefined if the value of v is zero. The statement (begin s1 . . . sn) executes s1 . . . sn sequentially in order.
The statement (if v s1 s2) executes s1 if v is zero. Otherwise, it executes s2. The statement (while v s)
does nothing when v is zero. When v is nonzero, it repeatedly executes s until v is zero.

Write a set of rewrite rules to implement the above programming language. Make sure your answer is
formulated as rewrite rules, not as Scheme code.
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Figure 1: The HexThello board.

Problem 4:
In this problem, you are to solve a small game using game-tree search. The game is called HexThello

and is defined as follows. The board consists of seven positions as illustrated in figure 1. There are two
players: X and O. Player X has pieces labeled X and player O has pieces labeled O. Players alternate moves
with player X moving first. At each move, a player places one of his/her pieces on an unoccupied position.
Whenever player X makes a move that results in a configuration where there is an XOX in a straight line,
the O is replaced with an X. Likewise, whenever player O makes a move that results in a configuration where
there is an OXO in a straight line, the X is replaced with an O. Such replacement happens as part of the
move that resulted in the XOX or OXO configuration. The game ends when the board is filled. Whichever
player has more pieces on the board at the end of the game wins. Obviously, this game cannot end in a
draw.

We wish you to draw the full game tree for this game using depth-first left-to-right exploration of the
search space and alpha-beta pruning. There is no depth bound and no static evaluator. When exploring the
search space, a node where a player places a piece in position i (from figure 1) is considered to the left of a
node where a player places a piece in position j when i < j. You need not explore nodes that are equivalent
to previously explored nodes under symmetry. You need not explore nodes that are pruned but you must
indicate such pruning when it occurs during the search. Indicate which player can force a win and indicate
the optimal line of play.
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Problem 5: Constraint Satisfaction Problems
A magic square is an n×n matrix of numbers whose elements are distinct positive integers 1, . . . , n2 such

that the sum of the numbers in any row, column, or along the main diagonal is the same. It can be shown
that the rows, columns, and main diagonals of a 3 × 3 magic square must sum to 15. For this problem set,
we will ignore the requirement that the entries of a magic square be unique.
Part A (1/3): Formulate a 3 × 3 magic square as a constraint satisfaction problem.
Part B (2/3): You are given a 3 × 3 magic square with two entries filled in:

8

9

Apply arc consistency interleaved with backtracking search to find the solution to this magic square. Show
the search tree and the domains at each node in the search tree.
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Problem 6: Allen’s Temporal Logic
The thirteen possible relations between one-dimensional intervals are shown below:
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Let use define the transitivity table entry T (r1, r2) for two relations r1 and r2 as the set of all relations r3
such that if r1 holds between two intervals A and B, and r2 holds between two intervals B and C, then r3
holds between A and C.
Part A (1/3): Find an r1 and an r2 such that T (r1, r2) has exactly one member.
Part B (1/3): Find an r1 and an r2 such that T (r1, r2) contains all thirteen possible relations.
Part C (1/3): Find an r1 and an r2 such that T (r1, r2) contains more than one possible relation but less
than all thirteen possible relations.
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